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ABSTRACT 

The one-dimensional energy dependent linear neutron transport equation 

has been solved for the case of constant cross sections in an infinite absorbing 

medium with the approximation of isotropic scattering in the laboratory frame of 

reference. The method of solution was to apply a Fourier transform with respect 

to space and a Laplace transform with respect to lethargy. The Laplace inversion 

is performed analytically, while the Fourier inversion is accomplished by a highly 

accurate algorithm employing a Hurwitz-Zweifel expansion in combination with 

an Euler-Knopp transfomation and a Romberg quadrature routine. This method 

results in solutions accurate to four places which are suitable for benchmarks. 

Results have been obtained for beam and isotropic planar sources in planar 

geometry, as well as for an infinite line source in cylindrical geometry, a point 

source in spherical geometry, and varying amounts of absorption. A comparison 

with multigroup theory resulted in excellent agreement, while comparisons to age 

diffusion theory were in good agreement for large lethargies and small distances 

from the source. In theory, results are valid for any x, u > 0, although in practice 

numerical instabilities in the inversion algorithm were found to limit the upper 

range in lethargy, dependent upon the amount of absorption. 

xii 



CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION 

The energy and spatial distribution of neutrons in a medium is of great 

interest in many problems, both from a physical point of view, such as in a reac

tor, and for the information the distribution provides about the properties of the 

medium itself, e.g., oil well logging. For energy ranges greater than those of the 

medium's chemical bonds (~ 1 electron volt), yet below those where the effects of 

inelastic scattering become important (several MeV for light materials, decreasing 

to hundreds of keV for heavier ones), the neutron distribution can be shown to be 

governed by the linear neutron transport, or Boltzmann, equation.1 

While the transport equation is relatively simple to derive, analytic solutions 

are only possible in the simplest of cases. Thus, most realistic problems involving 

transport theory today are handled either by numerical approximation or Monte 

Carlo methods. These types of solutions, however, provide little direct insight 

into the behavior of the transport equation. Greater appreciation of the transport 

equation's pecularities may be gained by a more analytic approach applied to simple 

problems. This also has the additional benefit of providing benchmarks for the more 

general solution methods. For the energy dependent case, the simplest situation 

for which this may be attempted is that of constant cross sections and isotropic 

scattering in the center of mass system for an infinite medium. However, even with 

1 
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these severe limitations, a closed form solution for this problem has not yet been 

achieved. 

The constant cross section problem was first investigated back in the 1940's 

when computational capabilities were much more limited.2-5 The typical ap

proach to the problem consisted of applying a Fourier transform with respect to 

space, and then a Laplace transform with respect to lethargy, reducing the trans

port equation to a one-velocity problem. Then, by expanding the angular flux and 

scattering kernel in spherical harmonics, Marshak3 was able to derive an approx

imation for the scalar flux valid for large lethargies and small distances from the 

source, i.e., the Pn approximations, where Pi corresponded to age theory. Wick4 

developed an expression for the neutron distribution for large distances from the 

source by approximating the Laplace inversion using a Tauberian theorem, and the 

Fourier inversion by the method of "steepest descent". Bethe, Tonks, and Hurwitz5, 

by approximating the Fourier inversion by the method of steepest descent and con

sidering only a limited number of terms in the spherical harmonic expansion of 

the scattering function, derived an expression valid for the flux in a non-absorping 

medium valid at large lethargies. 

More recently, Mclnerney6, using Case's method of singular eigenfunctions, 

obtained a solution for a purely scattering hydrogen medium by approximating 

the Laplace inversion and compared his results with Monte Carlo calculations. 

By using derivatives with respect to neutron speed and power series expansions, 

Amster7 calculated an exact expression for the flux near source lethargies for the 

same type medium as Mclnerney. In addition, the accuaxcy of previously developed 
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expressions3'6 for all lethargies was examined. Cacuci and Goldstein8 derived for

mulas for the lethargy dependent spatial moments of the scalar flux for any atomic 

mass, valid for large lethargies, again using Case's method of singular eigenfunctions 

and exploiting the relationship between the spatial moments and the moments of 

the flux in "eigenvalue" space. 

The above solutions to the transport equation (and others available in the 

literature), although mainly analytical, involve approximations of varying sever

ity and, in addition, are usually limited to a narrow range of situations. With 

the rapidly increasing availability and capability of computers, however, problems 

which previously required an analytic approximation can now be solved more accu

rately using modern numerical techniques. Thus, our approach will be to develop 

solutions for the transport equation, using analytic and/or numerical methods as 

appropriate, which are accurate to at least four places, are applicable over all ranges 

of lethargy (except near 0), and can easily be extended to handle varying atomic 

masses, geometries, and sources. The resulting solutions should be suitable for use 

both as benchmarks and as tools for exploring the behavior of the linear transport 

equation. 

Beginning with the general linear transport equation in Chapter 2 for an 

infinite homogeneous medium, we shall expand the scattering kernel in Legendre 

polynomials and then apply a Laplace transform with respect to lethargy and a 

Fourier transform with respect to space, arriving at a system of equations for the 

scalar flux in transform space. Assuming isotropic scattering in the laboratory frame 

of reference, this system reduces to a single equation whose Laplace inverse can be 
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analytically performed, leaving the Fourier inversion to be performed numerically 

by a Hurwitz-Zweifel expansion. Chapter 3 will explain the general structure of 

the numerical algorithms and computer code necessary to evaluate the scalar flux 

in transform space and perform the required inversion, i.e., Romberg quadrature in 

combination with a Euler-Knopp accleration, while Chapter 4 will examine and ver

ify these processes in detail. Chapter 4 will also present a comparison of our results 

with those predicted by age diffusion theory for planar, spherical, and cylindrical 

geometries, and an additional comparison with multigroup theory. In Chapter 5, 

some results for beam and isotropic sources with varying levels of absorption and 

atomic mass will be examined. Chapter 6 will present an overview of what was 

accomplished, limitations on our method, and possible directions for future effort. 



CHAPTER 2. 

THEORY 

In this chapter the development of the algorithm for the solution of the steady 

state neutron transport equation with constant cross sections will be described. 

The general equation in planar geometry will first be developed, then solved for the 

approximation of isotropic scattering in the laboratory frame of reference, including 

the specific cases of beam and isotropic sources, as well b° spherical and cylindrical 

geometries. The resulting solution will be a semi-analytic expression for the scalar 

flux, valid for any x, u > 0. 

Our starting point is the one-dimensional time independent linear neutron 

transport equation for an infinite homogeneous medium with no fission and a mo-

noenergetic external source located at x = 0 (i.e., a Green's function source). In 

planar geometry, the transport equation is (with azimuthally symmetric scattering 

2.1 General 

Ho = H • 11'): 
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Km <f>(x,n,v) = 0 
|z|—*00 

where 

<j>(x,/i ,u) = the angular neutron flux at position x in direction // 

with lethargy u 

x = the distance from the source in mean free paths 

u = log EO/E, where Eq is the source energy 

ft = the cosine of the angle of the neutron velocity vector with 

respect to the x axis 

a) = the neutron velocity vector 

Q(fi) = the angular distribution of the external source of particles 

c = Sa/E{ is the mean number of secondaries/collision 

f(no,u — u') = the scattering kernel. 

In general the rather unmathematical, but convenient, notation of keeping the same 

symbol for a function after it has been transformed will be used. For clarity, all 

functions will be written with their full list of arguments. 

If the scattering is assumed to not only be azimuthally, but also spherically, 

symmetric in the center of mass frame of reference, the scattering kernel for a single 

element of mass A is3 

_ exp[— (u - u')] 
2ir (1 — a) 

x 6 |^o - (^-y-- exp[- (u - «') /2] - exp[(« - «') /2]j | 

( 2 - 2 )  

a = (x+y) '  9  =  



when u — q<u'<u, and 0 otherwise. Note that q is the maximum possible increase 

in lethargy for a single collision. 

Expanding the scattering kernel in Legendre polynomials 

f(fi0 ,u -  u') = ̂ 2 o) (2  - 3) 
l̂ o 4n 

where L is the order of the scattering kernel approximation, and 

fi{u -u')= f d{lPi(no)f([io,u- u') 
J 4jt 
exp[- (u - u')l _ ( A +  1 , u-u' A- 1 ru-u'\ 

=  i - «  P i « p i - — i  — 2 - ^ 1 — 1 ;  

(2-4) 

and, making use of the spherical harmonics addition theorem9, equation (2-1) may 

be written as 

+ lj (z,M,«) = c 53 lf'M J i  Vpi(^') 

du'fi(u — u')<f>(L)(x,n' ,u')0 (u' — u + q) + Q(n)6 (s) 6(u) 

(2-5) 

where 0 is the Heaviside step function. 

The method of solution for this integro-differential equation will be to first 

apply a Laplace transform with respect to lethargy, reducing the equation to a 

one-velocity problem, and then a Fourier transform with respect to space. The 

spherical harmonics of the flux in transform space, and in particular the scalar flux, 

can then be determined by integrating over Since our objective is to maintain 

maximum accuracy, we will do the Laplace inversion analytically, while the Fourier 

inversion will be done by a very precise numerical algorithm that maintains the 

accuracy of the exact Laplace inversion. 

X / Jo 
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Applying the one-sided Laplace transform £ {<f> (x,n, u)} = and 

using the convolution theorem, equation (2-5) becomes 

a : 
"ai + 1 =  =  5 3  5 - P I ( p )  f dv'P:(p')<l> f LHx,/,p) +<3W«W 

1=0 2 J~* 
(2-6) 

with gi(p) = £{{21 + l)fi(u)Q(q — u)}. Applying the Fourier transformation de-

/

+oo 
dxe~ t k x(f>(x,fi ,p) = (f>{k,n tp), we obtain 

-OO 

<f>W{k,n tp) = 1 +
C  ̂ dp'PtW+Mfap'tp) + 

(2 - 7) 

r+l  
Let the Zth harmonic of the angular flux <f>i (k,  p) be j dy! Pi (/x')cf>(k, f i ' ,p),  

then (2-7) may be written as 

Y. \p 'MMP)t<,L )(k,p) + (2 - 8) 
1=0 

r+l 
Integrating both sides by J dp Pn  (fi) , we arrive at the following relationship for 

the harmonics of the flux 

L 

<f>lLHk,p) = cY^9i(p)Anl(k)<t>lL )(k,p) + Qn{k) (2-9 a) 
1=0 

where 

»fc/i 

1 
The angular flux in transform space can then be expressed as 

^(L)(fc>M»p) = 2 ̂^•Pr»Oi)^L)(fc»P) (2 - 96) 
n=0 
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By performing the inverse Laplace and Fourier transforms, we can reconstruct the 

angular neutron flux to any desired order of accuracy by taking a sufficient number 

of terms in the series. The expression for the angular flux in "laboratory space" as 

such is then formally written as 

ik 2  ̂S2Zdp p) 

(2-10) 

where a is an arbitrary real constant larger than the real part of the rightmost 

singularity of In theory equation (2-10) is a solution for the transport 

equation since all quantities on the right hand side are either known or can be 

determined by means of a recurrence relationship. However, as is usually the case, 

performing inversions of these types is easier said then done, and so approximations 

must be made. 

2.2 The L = 0 Approximation 

The simplest case of equation (2-10) is when the scattering kernel is approxi

mated by only the first term, corresponding to isotropic scattering in the laboratory 

frame of reference for the angular distribution (i.e., treating the nucleus as having a 

sufficiently heavy mass so that the laboratory and center of mass frames of reference 

are identical), but maintaining the energy distribution from isotropic scattering in 

the center of mass frame of reference for a finite mass. Equation (2-9a) then gives 

^o0)(*>P) = cffo(p)Aoo(k)4>o0)(k>P) + GoM (2 - 11) 
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where 
, . 1 1 - e"(P+1)* 

ffo(p) = z — 
1 — a p+ 1 

. arctanfc 
Aoo{k) = 

Of course, the solution for the transformed flux is just 

40,(M 1_c^(p)ioo(A:) <2 12> 

Since .Aoo(fc) is a finite number less than or equal to one, and |<7o(p)| can be 

made arbitrarily small by choosing Re p arbitrarily large (i.e., adjusting the inversion 

contour), irrespective of the value of c, (2-12) can be expanded in a geometric series, 

resulting in 

i - g (T^y FFif (* - <—> 

Expanding (1 — e-(p+1)')r in a binomial series, and then rearranging the order of 

the series, we have 

=qow exp!~!p,̂  

J=0 r=0 3 U* 

By separating the zeroth order j  term, the inverse Laplace transform is then easily 

performed analytically,-with the result 

= <?„(*){«(») + j + '"'EW'y 

X (u - <ij)>-'e(u - 1)1 (" ~ q^' 

Culoo(^) 

(2-15) 
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Since the limits on all three series in equation (2-15) extend from zero to 

infinity, a numerical evaluation would present problems. However, the first summa

tion can be rewritten as an exponnetial function, the number of terms in the second 

summation is limited by the Heaviside step function, and the third summation can 

be expressed as an integral which can be evaluated. Thus, a closed form solution 

(in k space) can be achieved. 

f°° 
Beginning with the third summation, since (r + j)! = I e itr+3dt and 

Jo 
(r+j—1)! = T(r+j), and then switching the order of the integration and summation, 

and further noting that —qj = In a3, one can show that 

(2 -16) 

f Jo 

' . 9 !• it J . »2r+j —1 

dte ^22p+i-irir(r+y) 

where 2 = 2^(3{k)t{u + \na>). But £ 2(2r+i-»r\T{r + j) = 7,-1' where Ij~l is 

the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order j — 1, so equation (2-15) may 

then be written as 

*?'(*.«) = OoM ji(«) + «-•£>(*)' 

52 ^ .V [/?(A:)(u + Ina,)]^,-1^20(u + In a?) f dt c-t^,+1^2/y_i(z) 1 
3- J 

(2 - 17) 
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Let X represent the integral in equation (2-17). By use of the identities 

Ij-i(z) = Ij+x[z) + %2-Ij(z) and Ij{z) = i~3Jj(iz), X can be expressed as 

(2-18) 

where we have let 
7 = 2yJ/3(k)(u + InaJ) 

w=t1/2 

/

oo a (iri)3' a 
dwe~u  u'+ 1Jj (t^u) = 2j+i ***^1 carrying out the integration results 

in 

X = [/3(u + In aJ)]^ 1^2[/?(u + In a3) + j] exp[/?(u + In a')] (2 — 19) 

Upon substituting X into equation (2-17), and recognizing that the sum 
00 r—1 
/ ,P[k) r-^ jyy is equivalent to /?e^u, the solution in k space becomes 

^0)(fc,u) = <?o(fc) j5(") +/?e-u^^—^-[/?(u + lnaJ)],-1[/?(u + lnaJ) +j] 
I j=o 3 '  

x exp[/?(u + In «')]©(« + In a3) | 

(2 - 20) 

The Heaviside step function 0 limits the number of terms to be evaluated to j < 

u/|ln a|. Thus (in theory), the transformed flux can be calculated for any given 

point in k space. In the future, this equation will be referred to as the "transport 

kernel". 
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2.3 The Fourier Inversion 

Once the transport kernel has been found, the Fourier inversion may be 

performed numerically. The Fourier inversion is defined by 

<f>{x,u) = f dkex k x<f>{k,u) (2 — 21) 
27r J_CO 

By breaking the integrand into its real and imaginary parts, the integral can be 

written as 

4>{x, u )  = — f dk<f>jt(k,u) cobk\x\ —f dk<f>j{k,u) sinfc|x| (2 —22a) 
Jo t J0  

Introducing the change of variable w = fc|x|, the integral can then be reformulated 

as the following infinite series10 using a Hurwitz-Zweifel11 expansion: 

•»r/2 ~ />(2j+l )ir/2 
IC — —j—7 7r|®| 

I COS w f j J. ( w \ , w . /  dw tpRl-r-TfU) cos w + > / dw<t>R (-T-r,")' 
Jo \x\  J(2j-l)w/2 PI 

(2 -226) 

where </>r is the real part of the transport kernel, <f>i the imaginary part, and the 

scalar flux <j>(x,u) = Ic — Is- By use of the above representation, the Fourier 

inversion can be evaluated numerically with both speed and accuracy, as will be 

explained in the next chapter. 

2.4 External Sources 

In order to evaluate the transport kernel (equation (2-20)), the transform of 

the external source Qo(fi) must be known. For an isotropic source Qo(fi) = the 
A 
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transformed source (as defined in equation (2-9)) becomes 

Note that for this case (isotropic source), the transport kernel has no imaginary 

component. 

For a beam source of incident direction no, the external source becomes 

Qo(k) = /"" _ 1 ~ (2 - 24) 
y_! M  1 + ikn' i  + /k2M§ 1  1  

2.5 Non-Planar Geometries 

The derivation in Section 2.1 was for a planar source in a planar geometry. 

However, the results may easily be extended to spherical and cylindrical geometries 

by decomposing the flux due to a planar source into contributions from an infi

nite number of point sources (see Figure 2.1). The planar flux is then defined by 
fOO fOO 

<£pl(x,u) = 2tt  J <f>^(p,u)ada — 2it J 4>^{p,u)pdp. Upon taking the deriva

tive of both sides, we arrive at the equation for an isotropic point source in spherical 

geometry: 
. , , 1 ^pl(«.«) 

<f>pt(x>u)~ 2 n x  d x  ( 2 5) 

d^Di(x,u) r+oo 
But —I dk ke <f>pi(k tu), so the point source flux is 

w —OO 

1 f°° 
^pt(*>u) = g^ / dk k sin(fca0^pl(fc>u) (2 - 26) 
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The transport kernel is already known, so the integral may be numerically evaluated 

in much the same way as Section 2.1, i.e., by making the substitution w = kx and 

reformulating the improper integral as an infinite series of definite integrals. The 

resulting solution for the flux is 

1 ~ rU+1)* w w 

0pt(*.«) = 2^2 J.k 
dw (*) Binu>0pl(-,«) (2 " 27) 

For an infinite isotropic line source in cylindrical geometry (Figure 2.2), the 

flux may be expressed as /+°o r°° x 
<f>pt(x, u)dz = 2 J dx -j===<f>pt(x, u) (2 - 28a) 

Upon substituting in for <f>pt (x, u) from equation (2-26) and performing the inte

gration over x, we get 

1 f°° 
<f>cy[r,u) = — J^ dkkJ0{kr)<f>p t(k,u) (2 - 286) 

Again, the substitution w = kr is made, with the result 

^cy(r.u) =2^:^ dw (7)JoH^pl(y,«) 

+ YlfA' du,(7)JoH^pi(^,«) 

where the Aj  represent the zeroes of the Bessel function Jq.  

(2 - 29) 

2.6 Extension to Anisotropic Scattering 

The derivation in section 2.2 is valid for isotropic scattering only. Natu

rally, the question arises as to whether or not the same method may be applied to 
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anisotropic scattering. Since our method requires an exact Laplace inversion of the 

lethargy transformation, an extension to anisotropic scattering will hinge around 

our ability to perform the required inversion analytically. Beginning with a first 

order (L = 1) approximation, i.e., linearly anisotropic scattering, equation (2-9a) 

results in a system of two equations: 

r i 1 *  =  c f f o(p)A 0 o(k ) ^ 1 ) ( k ,p) + + Qo(fc) (2 - 30a) 

and 

= c<7o(p)Aio(fc)^S1)(&,p) + c(7i(p)Aix(&)^{1)(fc,p) + Qi(fc) (2 - 306) 

where the functions A(k) have the following properties: 
. arctanfc 

^oo (fc) = ^ 

-Aoi(fc) =Aio(A:) 

Aoi(fc) =— (1 — Aoo(k ) )  

An (k )  =p (1 - -Aoo(fc)) 

A§1(&)=-&2A?1(fc) 

Solving equation (2-30) for the scalar flux <f>^\k,p), and using the above properties, 

we get the result 

^oo(fe) [fc2 + cgi(p)] -cgi (p) _ 3  

Aoo(fc) [cffi(p) - A:2cg0(p) -  c2ffo(p)ffi(p)] - cgi(p) + c2g0(p)g1(p) 

From the above it is evident that we are unable to separate the k  and p  dependence 

of the transformed flux, therefore preventing any attempt to perform the Laplace 

inversion independently of the Fourier inversion. This in turn limits the inversion 

algorithm to isotropic scattering only, since any attempt to perform the Laplace 

inversion numerically on top of the Fourier inversion would increase the numerical 

error (as well as the time required) to unacceptable amounts. Thus, another method 

of solution must be sought. 



Figure 2.1 Flux at Distance x Due to Point Source. 



Infinite Line Source Composed of Point Sources. 



CHAPTER 3. 

NUMERICAL EVALUATION AND CODE STRUCTURE 

The previous chapter focused on the analytic development of an algorithm 

for the solution of the energy dependent neutron transport equation in a one-

dimensional infinite medium. Although the results of Chapter 2 are exact (given 

the approximation for the scattering kernel), their use will require a numerical 

evaluation. Therefore, the FORTRAN code Continuous Slowing Down (CSD) was 

developed and implemented on a CYBER 175 in order to perform the required 

evaluation. If the results of this evaluation are accurate, then the final solution will 

also be accurate. Conversely, a poor numerical evaluation may introduce enough 

error to render the previously exact analytic development worthless. This chapter 

will describe the method of numerical evaluation and provide a brief outline of its 

operating procedures. 

Due to the varying types of sources and geometries, the method of numerical 

evaluation will vary from case to case. However, the general procedure can be 

separated into the following three steps. 

1. Evaluation of the transport kernel for a given lethargy and point in k space, 

2. Integration of the transport kernel and an appropriate geometrical and source 

factor over a finite distance in k space, and 

19 
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3. Summation of a sufGcent number of terms in the inversion series to meet 

convergence criteria. The above procedure must be repeated for each spatial 

point and lethargy for which the flux is desired. 

3.1 Evaluation of the Transport Kernel 

The evaluation of the transport kernel, which is performed in subroutine PSI, 

forms the heart of the numerical determination of the flux. Step 2 is based upon 

repeated calls to this subroutine, while step 3, in turn, is based upon repeated calls 

to step 2. Thus, the determination of the flux at a single spatial point and lethargy 

may require thousands of calls to subroutine PSI. Any error in this subroutine will 

propagate throughout the entire calculation. 

The actual evaluation of the transport kernel is straightforward in principle, 

but difficult in practice. Given a value for lethargy and k, the transport kernel is 

determined by equation (2-20). The number of terms to be summed is finite, so 

no convergence criterion is required. Using carbon (A = 12) as an example, the 

number of terms may vary from 1, for u < .334, to 45, for u ~ 15. However, as is 

the case for all materials, the terms alternate in sign and can vary in magnitude 

by as much as 1080. The number of terms required also increase with increasing 

mass. Therefore, due to the large potential for roundoff and truncation error, all 

input and calculations in subroutine PSI are done in double precision (28 digit) 

arithematic. This alleviates but does not entirely eliminate roundoff problems, as 

will be discussed in the. next chapter. 



3.2 Integration 
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The flux solutions (equations (2-22) for planar geometry, (2-27) for spherical 

geometry, and (2-29) for cylindrical geometry) all require the numerical evaluation 

of integrals. The integrals are performed using a Romberg quadrature scheme (sub

routine ROMBER)12, where repeated linear interpolations of order h2 (extrapo

lated to h2 = 0) are applied to trapezoidal sums. The integral is considered to have 

converged when the relative difference between two succesive extrapolations is less 

than the user-supplied convergence criteria TOL. The scheme has been modified to 

also check the convergence of the trapezoidal sums since, in some cases, they will 

converge faster then the interpolated sums. 

The integrands are determined by calls to source and geometry dependent 

functions. The functions, in turn, call subroutine PSI to get the value of the trans

port kernel for the current position in k space, then multiply it by the appropriate 

geometrical factor. To enhance the generality of the code, the external source Q{k) 

is actually determined as a case-dependent function, not in subroutine PSI. 

For points close to x = 0 (the actual limit depends upon the geometry), 

the integrals are evaluated before the change of variable has been performed. This 

representation is more convenient numerically as it eliminates a 1/x dependence in 

the transport equation (see equation (2-22)). 
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3.3 Series Summation 

As the solution is expressed in terms of an infinite series, some way must 

be found to sum it quickly and efficiently while maintaining accuracy. Due to the 

nature of the integrals, the normal method of summing terms until convergence 

criteria are met would require either an inordinate amount of computer time, or 

result in the buildup of so much roundoff error as to render the results meaningless. 

Instead, the normal convergence procedure of straight summation has been com

bined with an acclerated series summation by means of the following Euler-Knopp 

transformation14: 

This transformation is possible since the integrals have been formulated in such a 

way that their signs alternate. The factor PX, usually set equal to one, has been 

found by trial to provide faster convergence when set to .45 for this type of problem. 

Evaluation of the series (which is performed in subroutine PSIN) is termi

nated when either type of summation meets one of the following three conditions : 

1. The relative difference between a number of terms (IEN) is less than the 

convergence criteria ERR, 

2. The relative difference between any two successive terms is less than a 

minimum allowable relative error ERM, or 

3. The maximum allowable number of terms (LJ) in the inversion series has 

been evaluated. 

(—l)*A*ao 
(1 + PX)fc+! 

(3-1) 

m=0 
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The second condition is added since, at higher lethargies, the flux drops off so 

rapidly in transform space that any attempt to evaluate it beyond two or three 

terms will result in non-convergence of the Romberg integration due to numerical 

roundoff error. In practice, most series have been observed to converge in about 

ten terms for small lethargies, and even less for larger lethargies. 

For values of x close to zero, only a straight summation (i.e., normal series 

summation) is used since the limits on the integrands are such that the Euler trans

formation is not appropriate. This separate evaluation is performed in subroutine 

PSINO. 

3.4 Code Structure 

The code consists of approximately 1100 lines written in FORTRAN IV and 

is based on a previously developed monoenergetic code10. Approximately 20% of the 

monoenergetic code was modified during development of the energy dependent case. 

All runs have been performed using a CYBER 175, although isolated subroutines 

have been run on a SCS-40 and VAX 11/780 for comparison purposes. Typical run 

times range from ~ 3-4 CPU seconds for 20 points, to over 2 CPU minutes for 2,000 

points. 

User parameters are input through a separate data file (see the appendix for 

sample input and output). Errors due to failure to meet convergence criteria are 

flagged and output on one data file (TAPE22), while input parameters, with ap

propriate explanations, are returned on TAPE23 (Appendix B). The user (through 
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the input flag IPLFL) has the option of receiving the results in a tabular format 

on TAPE23, or, via the output file GRAPH, in a format suitable for two or three 

dimensional plots. 



CHAPTER 4. 

CODE VERIFICATION AND NUMERICAL SENSITIVITY 

Before a computational algorithm can be considered to be a benchmark, 

it must first be established that the results are accurate. This involves not only 

verifying physical trends, but also the calculational error. Limitations of the code 

should also be determined, as the user must know when he/she is able to rely on 

the results, and when not. The goal of this chapter is to convince you, the potential 

user, that the Continuous Slowing Down code does indeed provide benchmarks, i.e., 

results accurate to four decimal places, the usual standard. 

The chapter will first explore the accuarcy and sensitivity of the Fourier in

version process (i.e., the Romberg integration and infinite series evaluation schemes) 

independent of the transport kernel. These algorithms will then be examined sep

arately in greater detail. Next, the effects of the buildup of numerical error in the 

transport kernel with increasing lethargy will be investigated. Finally, a compar

ison will be performed with results predicted by both age diffusion theory and a 

multigroup approximation to the transport equation. 

25 
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"4.1 The Fourier Inversion Scheme 

In order to investigate the effect of the numerical Fourier inversion upon 

accuarcy, the process will be considered independently of the transport kernel. Of 

course, we must still have something to invert, preferably something which approx

imates the behavior of the transport equation, yet can readily be inverted analyt

ically for comparison purposes. The natural candidate is the one dimensional age 

diffusion equation: 

where £ is the average increase in lethargy per collision. Taking the Fourier trans

form as previously defined at equation (2-21), we get 

By substituting this "diffusion kernel" in place of the transport kernel and evaluating 

it numerically, then comparing the results with those of equation (4-1), we can get 

an idea of the accuracy of the inversion scheme. 

Table 4.1 presents the input data parameters and run times for six case 

studies of the accuracy of the inversion process for varying error tolerances in the 

Romberg (parameter TOL) and series evaluation (parameters ERR and ERM) sub

routines. Table 4.2 lists the results for Cases 2, 3, 4, and 5, which were identical. 

For these cases the results after numerical inversion are in complete agreement (to 

four places) with those of the exact diffusion equation solution (equation (4-1)). 

Cases 1A and IB (not shown) differed at one point (x = 4, u = 14) by .0001 from 

(4-1) 

$(k,u) = ^exp(—ufc2/3£) (4-2) 
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the exact solution. From these studies we can conclude that the numerical Fourier 

inversion process will preserve four place accuracy with ERR and TOL set to 10~5, 

and ERM equal to 10~6. Increasing the tolerance of TOL and ERR from this will 

introduce a slight amount of error at 10-4, with little decrease in run time. Tight

ening up these parameters will result in a significant increase in run time with no 

gain in accuracy (to four places). 

Table 4.1 
Fourier Inversion Case Studies with Diffusion Kernel 

Input Parameters and Run Times 

Parameter Case 1A Case IB Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
IG 1 
ISP 1 
IAN 1 
QO 1.0 
C 1.0 
xoo 0.0 
XL 6.0 
NO 3 
LJ 70 
IEN 3 
ERR 10~4 10~4 10~8 10~8 10~6 10"6 

TOL 10~4 o
 1 *
 

o
 1 00 1—

1 
o
 00 10"5 10"® 

ERM 

0 H 1 o
 

H
 lO-6 10-12 o

 1 00 10~6 lO"6 

MASS 12 
ULWR 10.0 
UUPR 15.0 
LINT 5 
TIME (s) 1.06 .61 3.71 1.79 .82 1.01 

For an .explanation of parameters, see Appendix B 
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Table 4.2 

Fourier Inversion Case Studies with Diffusion Kernel 
Scalar Flux for Cases 2, 3, 4, 5, and Eq. (4-1) 

X 

u 10~5 2.0 4.0 6.0 
10.0 3.8900E-01 3.7101E-01 3.2190E-01 2.5407E-01 
11.0 3.7089E-01 3.5527E-01 3.1225E-01 2.5181E-01 
12.0 3.5510E-01 3.4137E-01 3.0327E-01 2.4899E-01 
13.0 3.4117E-01 3.2897E-01 2.9493E-01 2.4585E-01 
14.0 3.2876E-01 3.1783E-01 2.8718E-01 2.4252E-01 
15.0 3.1761E-01 3.0775E-01 2.7995E-01 2.3909E-01 

4.2 Interaction of Error Parameters 

Now that we have examined the effects on accuracy of changing ERR and 

TOL simultaneously, the question arises as to whether the code is sensitive to 

independent changes in either parameter. Four case studies were performed with 

varying combinations of ERR and TOL (see Table 4.3). The studies were done using 

the "real code" (i.e., with the transport kernel) for MASS (atomic mass) = 56 and 
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the number of secondaries c = .5. The results are shown at Table 4.4. 

Table 4.3 

Error Parameters ERR and TOL 
Interaction Case Studies 

Input Parameters and Run Times 

Parameter Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 
IG 1 
ISP 1 
IAN 1 
QO 1.0 
C 0.5 
xoo 0.0 
XL 10.0 
NO 4 
LJ 70 
IEN 1 
ERR 10"6 

(O 1 o
 

1—1 

10"4 10"4 

TOL 

CO 1 o
 

H
 10~4 10~6 O 1 * 

ERM 1C -6 

MASS 56 
ULWR 0.1 
UUPR 0.5 
LINT 4 
TIME (s) 3.25 2.02 2.68 1.64 

Table 4.4a 
Error Parameters ERR and TOL Interaction Case Studies 

Scalar Flux for Cases 6 and 7, ERR = 10-6, TOL = 10-6 and 10~4 

X 

u 10"6 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 
.1 1.4098E+0 1.8946E-1 1.6698E-2 1.3980E-3 1.1506E-4 
.2 1.6513E-1 4.8368E-2 6.5574E-3 7.2553E-4 7.3230E-5 
.3 2.2348E-2 9.6286E-3 1.8363E-3 2.5966E-4 3.1629E-5 
.4 3.2202E-3 1.7275E-3 4.3054E-4 7.5387E-5 1.0901E-5 
.5 4.8333E-4 2.9675E-4 9.1011E-5 1.9149E-5 3.2324E-6 
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Table 4.4b 

Error Parameters ERR and TOL Interaction Case Studies 
Scalar Flux for Case 8, ERR = 10-4, TOL = 10-6 

X 

u 10~6 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 
.1 1.4098E+0 1.8946E-1 1.6698E-2 1.3980E-3 1.150SE-4 
.2 1.6513E-1 4.8368E-2 6.5574E-3 7.2554E-4 7.3230E-5 
.3 2.2348E-2 9.6286E-3 1.8363E-3 2.5966E-4 3.1629E-5 
.3 3.2202E-3 1.7275E-3 4.3053E-4 7.5386E-5 1.0902E-.fi 
.5 4.8333E-4 2.9675E-4 9.1011E-5 1.9149E-5 3.2324E-6 

Table 4.4c 
Error Parameters ERR and TOL Interaction Case Studies 

Scalar Flux for Case 9, ERR and TOL = 10-4 

X 

u 10~B 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 
.1 1.4098E+0 1.8946E-1 1.6698E-2 1.3980E-3 1.1506E-4 
.2 1.6513E-1 4.8368E-2 6.5574E-3 7.2554E-4 7.3231E-5 
.3 2.2348E-2 9.6286E-3 1.8363E-3 2.5966E-4 3.1629E-5 
.4 3.2202E-3 1.7275E-3 4.3053E-4 7.5386E-5 1.0902E-5 
.5 4.8333E-4 2.9675E-4 9.1011E-5 1.9149E-5 3.2324E-6 

The results indicate the numerical accuracy of the code is more dependent 

upon the error ERR specified for the series evaluation than that of the allowable 

relative error TOL in the Romberg integration. Indeed, increasing TOL from 10-6 

to 10-4 between case studies 6 and 7 did not affect the results at all! This is 

not entirely unexpected, since the series evaluation is performed after the Romberg 

integration and thus the total error is more sensitive to its error parameters. In 

addition, a comparison of run times between the four cases show that increasing 

required accuracy in Romberg is more costly than increasing it in the series evala-

tion. Therefore, the optimum parameters to maintain accuracy while minimizing 
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run time axe a 10~4 allowable relative error in the Romberg integration routine and 

a 10~6 allowable relative error in the series evaluation. 

4.3 The Integration Routine 

As explained in Section 3.2, integration is performed using a standard Rom

berg quadrature scheme12'13. The routine as written, however, did not include a 

check on the convergence of the trapezoidal sums. Since in some cases the trape

zoidal sums may converge faster than the interpolated sums, the routine was mod

ified to check the convergence of both sums using the parameter TOL. In addi

tion, an Adaptive Simpson's integration routine (ASYMPSN) and the IMSL routine 

DCADRE14 were also tried in place of the standard Romberg routine. 

Runs were done for all four routines (Romberg, modified Romberg, Adap

tive Simpson's, and CADRE) for a fixed set of parameters (see Table 4.5a). A 

comparison of the results (Table 4.6) indicates no significant differences between 

the four given the allowable error in ERR and TOL. The modified Romberg and 

CADRE routines, however, showed a noticeable increase in speed over the standard 

Romberg and Adaptive Simpson's routines. This may be attributed to the fact that 

they check both the extrapolated sums and the trapezoidal sums for convergence, 

while the unmodified Romberg and Adaptive Simpson's routines check only the ex

trapolated sums and trapezoidal sums, respectively. Thus, for a case in which the 

two types converge fastest per point in equal proportions, the modified Romberg 

routines will run more quickly than the other two. The IMSL routine, although the 
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fastest, gave warning messages for x — 0, u = 12,13 and x = 2, u = 10 thru 14 that 

it had accepted an estimate of the integral in some subintervals only because the 

estimated error in doing so was negligible, even though it could not recognize any 

regular behavior in the integrand. This is an indication of numerical roundoff error 

creeping into the integrand through the transport kernel due to the laxge number 

of terms to be evaluated at large lethargies, an effect which will be investigated in 

greater detail in Section 4.5. 

Table 4.5a 

Integration Routine Case Studies, 
Large Lethargy 

Input Parameters and Run Times, 
ERR and TOL = 10"4 

Parameter Case 10 Case 11 Case 12 Case 34 
IG 1 
ISP 1 
IAN 1 
QO 1.0 
C 1.0 
xoo 0.0 
XL 6.0 
NO 3 
LJ 70 
IEN 3 
ERR o

 1 *
 

TOL 10~4 

ERM 10"6 

MASS 12 
ULWR 10.0 
UUPR 13.0 
LINT 3 
Code AS R MR C 
TIME (s) 7.68 7.74 6.47 5.85 
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Table 4.5b 

Integration Routine Case Studies, Large Lethargy-
Input Parameters and Run Times, 

ERR and TOL = 10-6 

Parameter Case 13 Case 14 Case 15 Case 35 
ERR io-6 

TOL 10"6 

Code AS  R  MR C 

TIME (s) 16.14 9.24 8.96 13.87 

AS  = Adaptive Simpson Routine 

R = Romberg Routine 

MR = Modified Romberg Routine 

C = IMSL Routine D CADRE 

Table 4.6a 

Integration Routine Case Studies, Large Lethargy 
Scalar Flux for Case 10 (.<4.5), Case 34 (C), 

and Cases 13,14, 15, and 35 

X 

u 10~5 2.0 4.0 6.0 
10.0 3.9163E-01 3.7265E-01* 3.2129E-01 2.5154E-01 
11.0 3.7318E-01 3.5677E-01* 3.1191E-01 2.4979E-01 
12.0 3.5711E-01* 3.4274E-01* 3.0313E-01 2.4738E-01 
13.0 3.4295E-01* 3.3023E-01* 2.9493E-01 2.4454E-01 

* = Warning Error Received in CADRE Routine 
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Table 4.6b 

Integration Routine Case Studies, Large Lethargy-
Scalar Flux for Case 11 (Romberg) 

X 

u 10~6 2.0 4.0 6.0 
10.0 3.9163E-01 3.7263E-01 3.2129E-01 2.5154E-01 
11.0 3.7318E-01 3.5674E-01 3.1191E-01 2.4979E-01 
12.0 3.5711E-01 3.4274E-01 3.0313E-01 2.4738E-01 
13.0 3.4295E-01 3.3023E-01 2.9493E-01 2.4454E-01 

Table 4.6c 
Integration Routine Case Studies, Large Lethargy 

Scalar Flux for Case 12 (Modified Romberg) 

X 

u 10~5 2.0 4.0 6.0 
10.0 3.9163E-01 3.7265E-01 3.2129E-01 2.5154E-01 
11.0 3.7318E-01 3.5677E-01 3.1191E-01 2.4979E-01 
12.0 3.5711E-01 3.4274E-01 3.0312E-01 2.4738E-01 
13.0 3.4295E-01 3.3023E-01 2.9493E-01 2.4454E-01 

Cases 13 through 15 and Case 35 (Table 4.5b) were included as a comparison 

of the accuracy of the four routines. By decreasing the error parameters TOL and 

ERR to 10~6 in each case, the numerical inversion each performs should return 

identical results to the other to four places. As expected, the results returned by 

all four cases were identical. In fact, they matched the previous cases (Cases 10 

and 34) for the Adaptive Simpson's and CADRE routines where the allowable error 

for TOL and ERR was only 10~4, indicating that they are the most accurate at 

large lethargies. However, the run times for these two routines were considerably 

greater. In the case of the Adaptive Simpson's routine, this may be explained 

by the interpolated trapezoidal sums converging faster for this problem than the 
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trapezoidal sums, while in the case of the routine CADRE, a terminal (fatal) error 

was received for the point x = 2, u = 13 due to an ill-behaved integrand, in addition 

to the previous warnings. In spite of this message, however, the results returned 

matched those of the other three routines. 

All of the above cases were run at large values of lethargy — « 35 relative 
9 

to the mass of the scattering material, and with the number of secondaries equal 

to unity. In order to perform a more general comparison, runs were also done at 

a small lethargy with absorption for the Adaptive Simpson, modified Romberg, 

and CADRE routines (Table 4.7). Results (Table 4.8) were almost identical, but 

the modified Romberg and CADRE routines ran almost three times as fast as the 
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Adaptive Simpson's. 

Table 4.7 

Integration Routine Case Studies, Small Lethargy 
Input Parameters and Run Times 

Parameter Case 16 (AS)  Case 17 (MR)  Case 36 (C) 
IG 1 
ISP 1 
IAN 1 
QO 1.0 
C 0.5 
xoo 0.0 
XL 6.0 
NO 3 
LJ 70 
IEN 3 
ERR 10~4 

TOL 

1 O
 

H
 

ERM 10-6 

MASS 12 
ULWR 0.3 
UUPR 2.3 
LINT 2 
TIME (s) 1.84 0.64 0.68 

Table 4.8a 
Integration Routine Case Studies, Small Lethargy 

Scalar Flux for Cases 16 and 17 

X 

u 10~5 2.0 4.0 6.0 
0.3 1.2642E+00 1.3263E-01 1.5671E-02 1.9206E-03 
1.3 6.1865E-03 3.3720E-03 9.7349E-04 2.1779E-04 
2.3 8.8343E-05 6.4360E-05 2.8675E-05 9.4461E-06 
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Table 4.8b 

Integration Routine Case Studies, Small Lethargy 
Scalar Flux for Case 36 

X 

u 10"6 2.0 4.0 6.0 
0.3 1.2642E+00 1.3263E-01 1.5671E-02 1.9206E-03 
1.3 6.1865E-03 3.3720E-03 9.7349E-04 2.1779E-04 
2.3 8.8344E-05 6.4360E-05 2.8675E-05 9.4461E-06 

As shown above, all four routines will give accurate results to four places. 

Overall, the modified Romberg and IMSL routines give the best results in the least 

amount of time over the lethargy spectrum. Of the two, D CADRE appears to be 

more sensitive to numerical error in terms of detecting it sooner, even if it does not 

affect the results, and thus its use is preferrable where available. 

4.4 The Infinite Series Evaluation Routine 

The standard Euler transformation15 used to accelerate convergence of the 

infinite series has been modified by changing the factor PX from one to .45 (see 

Section 3.3). This value was selected after a series of case studies (Table 4.9) showed 

PX = .45 provided a faster rate of convergence while still maintaining the desired 

accuracy. Regardless of the value of PX, all cases returned the same results except 

Case 18 (PX = 0.0, corresponding to the original series), where the Euler series 

failed to meet convergence criteria after reaching the maximum allowable number 
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of terms to be summed (LJ= 70), and Case 19, which ran normally. Results for the 

test runs are shown at Table 4.10. 

Table 4.9 

Euler Acceleration Case Studies, PX Variation 
Input Parameters and Run Times 

Parameter Case 18 Case 19 Case 20 Case 21 Case 22 Case 23 Case 24 
IG 1 
ISP 1 
IAN 1 
QO 1.0 
C 1.0 
xoo 0.0 
XL 6.0 
NO 3 
LJ 70 
IEN 3 
ERR o

 1 e> 

TOL 10~6 

ERM io-6 

MASS 12 
ULWR 0.1 
UUPR 0.5 
LINT 4 
PX 0.0 .25 .40 .45 .50 .75 1.0 
TIME (s) 7.60 1.70 1.34 1.39 1.45 1.81 2.13 

Table 4.10a 

Euler Acceleration Case Studies, PX Variation 
Scalar Flux for Cases 20 thru 24 

X 

u 10~8 2.0 4.0 6.0 
0.1 2.7535E+00 2.5663E-01 2.8762E-02 3.4017E-03 
0.2 3.1426E+00 3.6808E-01 4.5685E-02 5.7883E-03 
0.3 3.6253E+00 5.1779E-01 7.0315E-02 9.4699E-03 
0.4 2.0574E+00 5.0469E-01 8.1387E-02 1.2143E-02 
0.5 1.9847E+00 5.7188E-01 1.0192E-01 1.6292E-02 
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Table 4.10b 

Euler Acceleration Case Studies, PX Variation 
Scalar Flux for Case 19 

X 

u 10"6 2.0 4.0 6.0 
0.1 2.7535E+00 2.5663E-01 2.8762E-02 3.4017E-03 
0.2 3.1426E+00 3.6808E-01 4.5685E-02 5.7883E-03 
0.3 3.6253E+00 5.1779E-01 7.0315E-02 9.4699E-03 
0.4 2.0574E+00 5.0470E-01 8.1387E-02 1.2143E-02 
0.5 1.9847E+00 5.7188E-01 1.0192E-01 1.6292E-02 

Table 4.10c 
Euler Acceleration Case Studies, PX Variation 

Scalar Flux for Case 18 

X 

u 10~6 2.0 4.0 6.0 
0.1 2.7535E+00 2.5674E-01 2.8964E-02 3.7016E-03 
0.2 3.1426E+00 3.6817E-01 4.5869E-02 6.0637E-03 
0.3 3.6253E+00 5.1787E-01 7.0483E-02 9.7228E-03 
0.4 2.0574E+00 5.0469E-01 8.1391E-02 1.2152E-02 
0.5 1.9847E+00 5.7188E-01 1.0192E-01 1.6298E-02 

In order to determine the best (quickest) series evaluation scheme, an Eu

ler accelerated routine was compared with a combined Euler-straight summation 

routine, where the terms were added both via Euler acceleration and straight sum

mation simultaneously, and a straight summation only routine. Tests were run 

over a wide range of lethargies for each type of summation (Table 4.11). For small 

lethargies (Case 25), the straight summation routine failed to converge within the 

allowed number of terms (70), resulting in a rather substantial error as shown in 

Table 4.12b. Note also the increase in run time compared to the Euler acceleration 
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routine, due to the computation of the maximum number of terms. For Case 26, we 

see that although the straight summation routine converged with good results, it 

required substantially more run time than the combined Euler-straight summation 

case. However, the Euler acceleration routine itself failed due to convergence errors 

in the Romberg integration for u = 5, while at even higher lethargies the Euler 

acceleration routine continued to fail while the straight summation and combined 

Euler-straight summation routines ran in approximately the same times, indicating 

that the series was converging via straight summation. Thus we can conclude that 

the combined Euler-straight summation routine must be used. 

Table 4.11 
Infinite Series Evaluation Case Studies 

Input Parameters and Run Times 

Parameter Case 25 Case 26 Case 27 Case 28 
IG 1 
ISP 1 
IAN 1 
QO 1.0 
C 0.5 1.0 
xoo 0.0 
XL 6.0 
NO 3 
LJ 70 
IEN 3 
ERR io-6 

TOL 10"6 IO"6 10"® 10~4 

ERM 10~6 

MASS 2 
ULWR .1 1.0 5.0 14.0 
UUPR .5 5.0 7.5 15.0 
LINT 4 4 5 1 

Run Times (CPU Seconds) 
Euler 1.42 60+ — — 

Straight 7.66 3.75 30.2 19.8 
Combined 1.43 3.00 30.2 19.9 
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Table 4.12a 

Infinite Series Evaluation Case Studies 
Scalax Flux for Case 25, Euler Acceleration 

X 

u io-5 2.0 4.0 6.0 
0.1 1.2311E+00 1.0099E-01 1.0689E-02 1.2162E-03 
0.2 1.2458E+00 1.1611E-01 1.3013E-02 1.5390E-03 
0.3 1.2642E+00 1.3263E-01 1.5671E-02 1.9206E-03 
0.4 3.4468E-01 7.0703E-02 1.0120E-02 1.3846E-03 
0.5 2.5918E-01 5.9659E-02 9.1552E-03 1.3140E-03 

Table 4.12b 
Infinite Series Evaluation Case Studies 

Scalar Flux for Case 25, Straight Summation 

X 

u 10~6 2.0 4.0 6.0 
0.1 1.2311E+00 1.0104E-01 1.0789E-02 1.3650E-03 
0.2 1.2458E+00 1.1615E-01 1.3104E-02 1.6747E-03 
0.3 1.2642E+00 1.3267E-01 1.5754E-02 2.0443E-03 
0.4 3.4468E-01 7.0703E-02 1.0121E-02 1.3869E-03 
0.5 2.5918E-01 5.9659E-02 9.1557E-03 1.3153E-03 

Table 4.12c 
Infinite Series Evaluation Case Studies 

Scalar Flux for Case 26 

X 

u 10~5 2.0 4.0 6.0 
1.0 2.3144E-02 1.0451E-02 2.4808E-03 4.7813E-04 
2.0 3.1049E-04 2.1388E-04 8.6070E-05 2.5659E-05 
3.0 4.8690E-06 3.8585E-06 2.0487E-06 8.1580E-07 
4.0 8.1551E-08 6.8977E-08 4.2850E-08 2.0691E-08 
5.0 1.4146E-09 1.2416E-09 8.5034E-10 4.6873E-10 
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Table 4.12d 

Infinite Series Evaluation Case Studies 
Scalar Flux for Case 27 

X 

u 10~6 2.0 4.0 6.0 
5.5 1.4146E-09 1.2416E-09 8.5034E-10 4.6873E-10 
5.5 1.8794E-10 1.6712E-10 1.1862E-10 6.8805E-11 
6.0 2.5080E-11 2.2541E-11 1.6482E-11 9.9856E-12 
6.5 3.3592E-12 3.0461E-12 2.2839E-12 1.4366E-12 
7.0 4.5132E-13 4.1237E-13 3.1589E-13 2.0526E-13 
7.5 6.0801E-14 5.5913E-14 4.3634E-14 2.9171E-14 

Table 4.12e 

Infinite Series Evaluation Case Studies 
Scalar Flux for Case 28 

X 

u 10~6 2.0 4.0 6.0 
14.0 3.3035E-01 3.1899E-01 2.8726E-01 2.4146E-01 
15.0 3.1905E-01 3.0882E-01 2.8010E-01 2.3823E-01 

The fact that straight summation fails at small lethargies, while Euler ac

celeration fails at large lethargies, results from the behavior of the transport kernel 

in A;-space. At small lethargies the transport kernel is a slowly decaying function 

with respect to k and therefore requires an expansion of many integral terms, for 

which the Euler acceleration can sum with fewer terms than a straight summation. 

For large lethargies, the transport kernel approximates a delta function and can be 

represented accurately by only a few terms, for which straight summation is more 

accurate than Euler acceleration, since Euler acceleration modifies the series coef

ficients. The errors in Romberg integration for Euler acceleration for Case 26 are 

caused by an attempt to evaluate the transport kernel at a high k value where the 

value is so small that numerical error causes random fluctations of the integrand. 
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This effect will be examined in greater detail in the next section. Overall, the com

bined Euler-straight summation routine provides the most consistent results, and 

is the one actually used in the code. 

4.5 Numerical Error and the Transport Kernel 

Numerical error consists of two types - roundoff and truncation. Due to 

the nature of the transport kernel, it is subject to substantial roundoff error. The 

transport kernel (equation (2-20)) requires both logarithimic and exponential oper

ations, as well as addition and multiplication. Since the number of these operations 

increases at larger lethargies as a result of the increased number of terms in the 

series, roundoff error also increases. Even though single precision on the CYBER 

175 is accurate to approximately 14 decimal digits16, at some point the buildup of 

roundoff error will result in an appreciable error in the transport kernel. When this 

occurs, the Romberg integration routine will attempt to correct for it by increasing 

the number of extrapolations. However, as the integrand is effectively experiencing 

random fluctations, the routine will take the maximum possible number of inter

vals (32,768), then output an error message and go on to the next point. In effect, 

the integration routine sees a highly discontinuous integral, where increasing the 

number of function evaluations increases the number of discontinuities! 

As an example, Cases 25 and 27 (Table 4.11) were run with a single precision 

transport kernel. For Case 25, where the double precision version ran in 1.43 CPU 

seconds, the single precision version took only .97 CPU seconds. Since this case is 



for small lethargy values, both versions would be expected to run normally, and the 

single precision version would inherently run faster. In contrast, the double precision 

version of the transport kernel took only 30.2 CPU seconds to run Case 27, while 

the single precision version, after hitting the time limit of 60 CPU seconds, had 

failed to finish calculating the fluxes, in addition to receiving numerous convergence 

errors in the Romberg integration. This is directly attributable to the increased 

number of terms in the transport kernel series (15+) as opposed to Case 25, which 

had one to two terms. Therefore, all calculations in subroutine PSI (the transport 

kernel) are done in double precision, which gives approximately 29 decimal digits 

of accuracy16. 

Even with double precision, the transport kernel as written in equation (2-

20) presents problems. An example for very high lethargies are Cases 29 and 30 

(Table 4.13), which again require a large number of terms in the transport kernel 

(48 for u = 16). The results, shown at Table 4.14a., appear realistic initially in 

that the fluxes decrease with increasing lethargy, as predicted by diffusion theory. 

However, beyond u = 14, they start increasing dramatically, without any indication 

of error. This behavior can be explained by the effects of numerical roundoff error. 

Examining the individual terms for u = 15 for a single point in k space, they are 

found to range in magnitude from 10-52 to 1027 and to alternate in sign. Since 

the sum of all terms is only approximately 107, it is evident that the operations on 

the terms of order 1027 will rapidly render digits in the 20th plus place meaningless 

due to roundoff error, even with double precision. This in turn will introduce 

enough numerical error into the final answer so as to render the integrand that 



the Romberg integration sees as effectively discontinuous, causing it to perform the 

maximim number of evaluations without converging. 

Table 4.13 

Transport Kernel Case Studies 
Input Parameters and Run Times 

Parameter Case 29 Case 30 Case 31 
IG 1 
ISP 1 
IAN 1 
QO 1.0 
C 1.0 
xoo 0.0 
XL 6.0 
NO 3 
LJ 70 
IEN 3 
ERR 10~4 

TOL 

1 O 
H

 

ERM 10~e 

MASS 12 
ULWR 10.0 14.0 10.0 
UUPR 13.0 17.0 15.0 
LINT 3 3 4 
TIME (s) 6.45 9.29 25.2 
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Table 4.14a 

Transport Kernel Case Studies 
Scalar Flux for Cases 29 and 30 

X 

u 10"6 2.0 4.0 6.0 
10.0 3.9163E-01 3.7263E-01 3.2129E-01 2.5154E-01 
11.0 3.7318E-01 3.5674E-01 3.1191E-01 2.4979E-01 
12.0 3.5711E-01 3.4274E-01 3.0313E-01 2.4738E-01 
13.0 3.4297E-01 3.3025E-01 2.9494E-01 2.4455E-01 
14.0 3.3928E-01 3.2731E-01 2.9401E-01 2.4624E-01 
15.0 2.4385E+00 2.2941E+00 1.9148E+00 1.4276E+00 
16.0 3.5289E+02 3.3208E+02 2.7719E+02 2.0609E+02 
17.0 4.4648E+04 4.2183E+04 3.5625E+04 2.6985E+04 

Table 4.14b 
Transport Kernel Case Studies 

Scalar Flux for Case 31 

X 

u 10~5 2.0 4.0 6.0 
10.0 3.9163E-01 3.7265E-01 3.2129E-01 2.5154E-01 
11.0 3.7318E-01 3.5677E-01 3.1191E-01 2.4979E-01 
12.0 3.5711E-01 3.4274E-01 3.0312E-01 2.4738E-01 
13.0 3.4295E-01 3.3023E-01 2.9492E-01 2.4454E-01 
14.0 3.3035E-01 3.1899E-01 2.8726E-01 2.4146E-01 
15.0 3.1905E-01 3.0882E-01 2.8010E-01 2.3823E-01 

Several methods of alleviating this problem were tried, including summing 

the series backwards, summing the positive and negative terms separately (both 

backwards said forwards), and excluding the first term in the infinite series from 

convergence criteria. All of the above methods resulted in either the same, or worse, 

results. Finally, the transport kernel itself was rewritten in a different manner so as 

to minimize numerical error by eliminating all direct multiplication of logarithmic 
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terms, talcing the exponential term out of the series summation, and dividing all 

logarithmic terms by the lethargy, as shown below: 

where L is the number of terms to be evaluated. 

Through experimentation again with different methods of summing the re

vised series, the best method (least amount of run time) was found to be adding the 

terms alternatively (i.e., adding the first and last terms, then the second and next 

to last terms, etc.). Results for this method of summation are shown at Table 4.14b 

(Case 31). Clearly, the problem of fluxes approaching infinity at luge lethargy 

has been eliminated by the rewritten series. The effects of numerical error are still 

present, however, and attempts to run the code at larger lethargies then u = 16 for 

c = 1.0 and MASS= 12 result in non-convergence errors in subroutine ROMBER 

due to fluctations in the transport kernel. It should be noted that both versions of 

the transport kernel return identical results at smaller lethargies. 

i=o 

°° ( iU 
22—m [/?(« +In a7)]J 1[/?(« + lna}) + j] exp[fl(u + lnaJ)]Q(u + lnaJ) = 
•—n 3' 

(4-3) 

4.6 Comparison with Age Diffusion Theory - Planar Geometry 

Now that we have examined in detail the accuarcy of the numerical processes, 

it is time to verify the overall theory and algorithm. The first comparison will be 
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with the age diffusion equation for a planar source in an infinite medium with no 

absorption (c = 1, equation (4-1)). Both transport theory and diffusion theory 

would be expected to agree at large lethargy, and a comparison of data already 

presented at Tables 4.2 and 4.14b shows good agreement. Table 4.15a presents 

the relative error (defined as x 100%), and Figure 4.1 a graphical 

compaxison for x = 10-6. The increase in percentage difference for x = 4 in 

Table 4.15a as u increases may be attributed to numerical error in the transport 

kernel. 

Table 4.15a 

Compaxison with Age Diffusion Theory 
Percentage Differences for Case 31 

and Eq. 4-1 

X 

u 10~6 2.0 4.0 6.0 
10.0 .67 .44 -.19 -1.01 
11.0 .61 .42 -.11 -.81 
12.0 .56 .40 -.05 -.65 
13.0 .52 .38 .00 -.54 
14.0 .48 .36 .03 -.45 
15.0 .45 .35 .05 -.36 

Table 4.15b 
Applicability of Age Diffusion Equation 

Eq. (4-4) < 6.33 

X 

u 10~6 2.0 4.0 6.0 20.0 
10.0 .050 .045 .031 .007 .424 
11.0 .045 .042 .030 .010 .301 
12.0 .042 .038 .029 .012 .288 
13.0 .038 .036 .027 .013 .242 
14.0 .036 .033 .026 .014 .206 
15.0 .033 .031 .025 .014 .177 
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Table 4.15b gives an estimate of the applicability of the age diffusion equation 

using the criterion17 <£lnjF(r,tt) 
3u < 4. This criterion is based on the requirement 

that the collision density be approximately constant over a lethargy interval u = £ 

and can be derived by taking a Taylor series expansion of the collision density. 

When this criterion is applied to equation (4-1), the requirement results in the 

condition 
3s2 £ 
4u2 2u 

1 

£ 
(4-4) 

Table 4.15b, which shows the values of equation (4-4) for the range of Table 4.15a, 

predicts that the age diffusion equation can be applied over the lethargy and spatial 

range of Case 31 and, as can be seen, the agreement is quite good. It is interesting 

to note that, contrary to intuition, equation (4-4) predicts that age diffusion theory 

will actually tend to break down as the distance x from the planar source increases. 

Comparisons of the transport code results and age diffusion theory do in fact show 

an increasing difference with increasing x. As a further example, Figure 4.2 shows 

a comparison for x = 20 between age diffusion theory and the transport code. As 

expected (see Table 4.15b), the agreement is not nearly as good as for x = 10~6. 

4.7 Comparisons in Spherical and Cylindrical Geometries 

The age diffusion equation for a point source may be derived from equation 

(4-1) by the methods of Section 2.3, with the result 

^pt(®>u) = VI(47ru/3)~3/2 exp(—3£s
3/4u) (4 - 5) 
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Figure 4.3 presents a comparison of data from equation (4-5) with the transport 

code results for Case 32 (Table 4.16). Good agreement is obtained at larger lethar

gies, as expected. 

The diffusion equation for a infinite cylindrical line source may also be derived 

from equation (4-5) in a similar manner, giving 

(r,u) = ^ exp(—3£r2/4u) (4 - 6) 

The results of the comparison of this solution for the flux are shown at Figure 4.4. 

Although the two solutions do not approach each other as rapidly as the spherical 

case, the overall agreement is still reasonable, considering the numerous approxi

mations made in diffusion theory. Case 33 of Table 4.16 presents the input data for 
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the transport code. 
Table 4.16 

Comparison with Age Diffusion Theory-
Spherical and Cylindrical 
Geometry Case Studies 

Parameter Case 32 Case 33 
IG 2 3 
ISP 1 
QO 1.0 
C 1.0 
xoo 4.0 
XL 6.0 
NO 1 
LJ 70 
IEN 3 
ERR 10~4 

TOL 10"4 

ERM 10"6 

MASS 12 
ULWR 1.0 
UUPR 15.0 13.0 
LINT 75 70 
TIME (s) 32.6 

4.8 Comparison with Multigroup Theory 

Figure 4.5 presents a comparison with a multigroup solution18 to the neutron 

equation and the results of our continuous slowing down algorithm for the case of 

a planar source and isotropic scattering with c = .8. As can be seen, the agreement 

between the two completely independent numerical schemes is excellent where the 

group structure is sufficiently detailed. Also note that both algorithms accurately 

predict the Placzek discontinuity at u = .07. 
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Figure 4.5 Comparison with Multigroup Theory 



CHAPTER 5. 

RESULTS 

Now that we have investigated in detail the reliability of the Continuous 

Slowing Down benchmark code, we can apply our solution to the transport equation 

for varying types of sources, geometries, and amounts of absorption. The flexibility 

of our code will also enable us to look at the behavior of the transport equation 

in k space as a means of explaining the difficulties in numerical evaluation at large 

lethargies previously discussed in Chapter 4. 

5.1 Isotropic Planar Sources 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 clearly show the effects of increasing absorption in the 

system for an infinite monoenergetic planar source at x = 0. For c = .8, we see that 

the flux is discontinous at the first Placzek oscillation (u = .334 for carbon) since our 

external source is a delta function, while the discontinuity of the first derivative at 

u = .668 is also cleaxly evident. The increased absorption factor in Figure 5.2 results 

in roughly a factor of ten decrease in the first lethargy interval (0 < .334), and then 

another factor of ten decrease in the second interval (.334 < .668). This may be 

directly attributed to the physical requirement that a neutron must experience at 

least two collisions to obtain a lethargy value in the second interval (g < a < 2g), 
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while only one is necessary to obtain a lethargy in the first interval (0 < u < q). 

Thus, with increased absorption, the chances of it surviving to the second lethargy 

interval are reduced by approximately (1 — c)2. It is interesting to note that the 

increased absorption results in a change in the sign of the first derivative in the first 

lethargy interval. 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 present a three dimensional view of the flux due to 

an isotropic planar source for A = 238 and A = 56 respectively, with c = .8. 

The Placzek transient is again clearly evident, although its magnitude decreases 

with increasing x, since the magnitude of the first collided flux also decreases with 

increasing x. Note the increase in the magnitude of the flux for the heavier mass, 

but identical source, due to the fact that neutrons slow down very little in collisions 

with uranium nuclei. 

5.2 Beam Sources 

As neutrons slow down in lethargy and experience collisions, they lose their 

sense of identity as to their source. Thus, as lethargy increases, we would expect 

the fluxes due to a isotropic and beam planar source to approach the same value, 

all other factors being equal. Tables 5.1a through c verify this conjecture. For any 

given x, we see that the flux for the beam source, in both the positive and negative 

directions, does indeed approach the flux for an isotropic source. Note also that for 

any given x and u (except at x ~ 0), the flux due to a beam source in the positive 

direction is largest, followed by that due to a isotropic source, and then the flux due 
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to the beam source in the negative direction. Physically this is just what we would 

expect, since the beam source would tend to concentrate neutrons in the positive 

x half plane at the expense of the negative half plane, while the isotropic source 

distribution would fall somewhere in between the two extremes. Close to the source 

the situation is somewhat different since, for isotropic scattering, once a neutron has 

collided it has no remaining correlation to the direction it was originally emitted in. 

Thus, for x ~ 0 in the case of a beam source, both 0+ and 0_ would effectively see an 

isotropic source that has been shifted to 0+, and so would experience approximately 

the same flux. In addition, for any given lethargy, the isotropic source would have 

its maximum flux value at x = 0, while the beam source would have its maximum 

shifted into the half plane of the beam direction. Thus the flux for the isotropic 

source at x ~ 0 would be greater than either of the beam source directions. 

Table 5.1a 
Beam and Isotropic Source Comparison, A = 12, c = .8 

Isotropic Planar Source 

X 

u io-5 5.0 10.0 20.0 
.3 2.5038E+00 1.4778E-02 9.1447E-05 3.9537E-09 

1.3 1.8726E-01 1.8040E-02 3.6109E-04 5.1935E-08 
2.3 3.5299E-02 8.1294E-03 3.7344E-04 1.5639E-07 
3.3 7.4917E-03 2.6412E-03 2.2048E-04 2.2936E-07 
4.3 1.6758E-03 7.5351E-04 9.6919E-05 2.1745E-07 
5.3 3.8620E-04 2.0263E-04 3.5852E-05 1.5373E-07 
6.3 9.0719E-05 5.2901E-05 1.1909E-05 8.8201E-08 
7.3 2.1597E-05 1.3594E-05 3.6869E-06 4.3383E-08 
8.3 5.1922E-06 3.4627E-06 1.0881E-06 1.8991E-08 
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Table 5.1b 

Beam and Isotropic Source Comparison, A = 12, c = .8 
Beam Source, AMO = 1.0, Positive x 

u 10"5 5.0 10.0 20.0 
.3 1.4582E+00 6.6686E-02 6.8061E-04 4.7419E-08 

1.3 1.6522E-01 3.7680E-02 1.1465E-03 2.6540E-07 
2.3 3.2839E-02 1.3132E-02 8.6083E-04 5.5662E-07 
3.3 7.1211E-03 3.7394E-03 4.2224E-04 6.5415E-07 
4.3 1.6116E-03 9.8679E-04 1.6431E-04 5.3125E-07 
5.3 3.7411E-04 2.5227E-04 5.5776E-05 3.3448E-07 
6.3 8.8320E-05 6.3591E-05 1.7390E-05 1.7530E-07 
7.3 2.1102E-05 1.5928E-05 5.1297E-06 8.0176E-08 
8.3 5.0875E-06 3.9788E-06 1.4576E-06 3.3063E-08 

Table 5.1c 
Beam and Isotropic Source Comparison, A = 12, c = .8 

Beam Source, AMO = 1.0, Negative x 

X 

u -20.0 -10.0 -5.0 1 i-i
 

o
 I & 

.3 1.0070E-09 1.1828E-07 2.0270E-05 1.4580E+00 
1.3 1.6524E-08 1.6398E-06 1.4046E-04 1.6522E-01 
2.3 6.0266E-08 3.8028E-06 1.7980E-04 3.2839E-02 
3.3 1.0047E-07 4.2249E-06 1.2138E-04 7.1211E-03 
4.3 1.0482E-07 3.0853E-06 5.8644E-05 1.6116E-03 
5.3 7.9941E-08 1.7229E-06 2.3274E-05 3.7411E-04 
6.3 4.8804E-08 8.0170E-07 8.1613E-06 8.8320E-05 
7.3 2.5285E-08 3.2786E-07 2.6372E-06 2.1102E-05 
8.3 1.1568E-08 1.2204E-07 8.0573E-07 5.0875E-06 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 present a two-dimensional and three-dimensional view of 

a beam source, respectively. The shifting of the peak flux from x — 0 is clearly evi

dent in Figure 5.5, and also in Figure 5.6. It is rather interesting (and disconcerting) 

to note that the Placzek discontinuity in Figure 5.6 exists in both the spatial half 
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planes. While we would expect it to exist in the positive half plane, neutrons can 

only reach the negative half plane after experiencing at least one collision. There

fore we would not expect the existence of a discontinuity in the negative half plane. 

From equation (2-2), we see that the scattering kernel for no increase in lethargy 

is just 

/(/*o,0) = ^ ~ 1) (5-1) 

which corresponds to the neutron continuing on in the same direction as before the 

collision, or, alternatively, experiencing no collision at all. However, after expansion 

in Legendre polynomials, the scattering kernel becomes 

= E (5 - 2> 

l=o 

Since for isotropic scattering we keep only the first term, our scattering kernel for 

no increase in lethargy becomes f(fio,0) = ̂  ^. Thus we have introduced a 

non-zero probability that a neutron may scatter backwards into the negative half 

plane without any increase in lethargy, and therefore we may expect a Placzek 

oscillation to exist in the negative half plane also. 

Finally, Figures 5.7 and 5.8 illustrate the physical requirement that as neu

trons slow down they lose information as to the identity of their source (i.e., the 

Boltzmann H Theorem). Figure 5.7 shows that not only do diffusion theory and 

transport theory with a beam source approach agreement as lethargy increases, but 

that the spatial distribution of the flux also approaches an isotropic distribution 

. Figure 5.8 shows how rapidly this agreement can be reached for points close to 

x = 0. 



As we vary the direction of the incident beam source (AM0), we would expect 

the shape of the flux near the source to change, i.e., to become more sharply peaked 

as no —i• 0. Figure 5.9 shows exactly the expected behavior as AMO goes from 1.0 

to 0.1. The location of the flux maximum increases and approaches x = 0 as the 

incident beam direction approaches the vertical since the neutrons are emitted with 

decreasing velocity in the horizontal x direction. Conversely, the effects of increasing 

absorption with constant beam direction are shown at Figure 5.10. Although the 

magnitude of the flux decreases, the overall shape of the curves appears to remain 

almost identical in the second lethargy interval. 

5.3 Behavior of the Transport Equation in k Space 

Since we have explicitly solved for the transport equation in k space (equation 

(2-20)), we may then easily examine the behavior of the transport equation in 

transform space at large lethargies and see why it presents problems. Numerically, 

this merely involves pulling out the transport kernel (subroutine PSI) from our 

continuous slowing down code, along with an appropriate source function, and then 

feeding it various values of fc's. Figure 5.11 compares the flux in transform space for 

an isotropic planar source and c = 1.0 for u = 0.1 and 1.0. The figure clearly shows 

the trend of the scalar flux to become concentrated at low k values as lethargy 

increases, in effect approximating a delta distribution. Table 5.2 presents further 

evidence of this behavior for even higher lethargies, which is responsible for the 



numerical difficulties encountered. 

Table 5.2 

Behavior of Scalar Flux in Transform Space 
High Lethargy 

k u = 10.0 u = 15.0 
0.0 1.39612? + 05 2.07202? + 07 
0.1 1.12632? + 05 1.50472? + 07 
0.2 5.98662? + 04 5.87062? + 06 
0.3 2.1712 E + 04 1.29612? + 06 
0.4 5.65642? + 03 1.74842? + 05 
0.5 1.12412? + 03 1.57602? + 04 
0.6 1.81252? + 02 1.04062? + 03 
0.7 2.51142? + 01 5.48312? + 01 
0.8 3.14472? + 00 2.48512? + 00 
0.9 3.70982? - 01 1.03082? - 01 
1.0 4.26242? - 02 4.11052? - 03 
1.1 4.89282? - 03 1.63252? - 04 
1.2 5.71932? - 04 6.14622? - 06 
1.3 6.90212? - 05 3.15832? - 07 
1.4 8.68242? - 06 5.71842? - 09 
1.5 1.14582? - 06 —2.15432? - 09 
1.6 1.59282? - 07 —6.87752? - 10 
1.7 2.33752? — 08 —4.50772? - 11 
1.8 3.62452? - 09 1.71852? - 13 
1.9 5.93812? - 10 2.01482? - 11 
2.0 1.02722? - 10 6.13942? -12 
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CHAPTER 6. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Solutions of the steady state ci?£-c.imsnsionai energy dependent transport 

equation in an infinite medium have been achieved, although the limitations im

posed (constant cross sections and isotropic scattering in the laboratory frame of 

reference) in order to reach a solution limit the direct physical applications. The 

high accuracy (at least four places) of the solutions, however, combined with the 

ability to include varying amounts of absorption, spherical and cylindrical geome

tries, and beam and isotropic sources in planar geometry, lender them suitable as 

benchmarks. In addition, the relatively small size and high speed of the code makes 

it ideal for use as an educational and instructional tool. Although currently in

stalled on a CYBER 175, the code should be easily adapted to run on a VAX or 

even a PC. 

Unlike previous solutions, the results are applicable over the entire slowing 

down range. For example, in carbon, with Eq = 10 MeV, the maximum lethargy 

for which results can be obtained (u = 15) corresponds to an energy of 3 eV. 

Although heavier materials will not produce as large as range in energy, results are 

still obtainable for u « 45q. 
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An effort was made (reference Section 2.6) to extend the solution algorithm 

to anisotropic scattering. The Laplace inversion appears impossible to perform 

analytically, however, for other than isotropic scattering. Although the Laplace 

inversion could be performed numerically, the subsequent numerical Fourier inver

sion would require a Laplace inversion for each point evaluated in transform space, 

vastly increasing the running time. In addition, numerical error would render the 

accuracy of any results problematical. 

Other efforts could be made in the direction of adding additional sources (e.g, 

a shell source should be fairly simple). Extensions of the technique to a half space 

or finite space problem, however, would invalidate the core of the solution algorithm 

- the numerical Fourier inversion, while removing the assumption of constant cross 

sections would again compromise the requirement for an exact analytical Laplace 

inversion. 

More generally, the use of an analytical evaluation of the transport equation 

in combination with a highly accurate numerical algorithm has yielded results never 

before achieved by purely analytical or numerical means. Although not as satisfying, 

in the mathmatical sense, as a purely analytical closed form solution, the results 

are just as useful and can provide an equal amount of insight into the behavior of 

the transport equation. 



APPENDIX A 
CSD SAMPLE INPUT FILE 

1 1 1 0  1  
1.0 .5 1.0 
1.0 

0.0 6.0 3 
70 3 

1.0E-06 1.0E-04 1.0E-06 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
12 .3 2.3 2 

0 

IG ISP IAN LL JX 
Q0 C AMO 

WB(0) 

X00 XL NO 

LJIEN 
ERR TOL ERM 
Source Transform Parameters 
MASS ULWR UUPR LINT 

IPLFL 
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APPENDIX B 
CSD SAMPLE OUTPUT FILE 

= 1 PLANE GEOMETRY 

2 SPHERICAL GEOMETRY 

3 CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY 

= 1 DELTA FUNCTION SOURCE 
2 DISTRIBUTED SOURCE (INFINITE EXTENT) 
3 SPATIALLY UNIFORM SOURCE (X>0) 

= 1 ISOTROPIC SOURCE 

2 BEAM SOURCE 

= SCATTERING ORDER 

= -1 INPUT SPATIAL GRID 

1 INPUT INITIAL AND LAST GRID POINT AND 
MESH SPACING 

= SOURCE NORMALIZATION 

= NUMBER OF SECONDARIES 

= INCIDENT DIRECTION COSINE (IAN=2) 

78 
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(WB(L),L=1,LL) 

(XX(I),I=1,LX) 

XOO 

XL 
NO 
LJ 

IEN 

ERR 

TOL 

ERM 

SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS 
GRID POINTS (IF JX<0) 

INITIAL GRID POINT (IF JX>0) 

FINAL GRID POINT (IF JX>0) 
NUMBER OF INTERVALS (IF JX>0) 
MAX NUMBER OF TERMS IN INFINITE SERIES 
REPRESENTATION OF FOURIER INVERSION 

NUMBER OF TERMS THAT MEET 
CONVERGENCE CRITERION 

RELATIVE ERROR FOR INFINITE SERIES 
REPRESENTATION OF FOURIER INTEGRAL 
EXPANSION 

RELATIVE ERROR FOR ROMBERG 

INTEGRATION 
MINIMUM ALLOWABLE RELATIVE ERROR FOR 

FOURIER INTEGRAL 

(SP(I),1=1,5) = PARAMETERS IN SOURCE DESCRIPTION 

MASS 
ULWR 

UUPR 
LINT 

IPLFL 

ATOMIC MASS NUMBER 
LOWER LETHARY VALUE (>0) 

UPPER LETHARGY VALUE 

NUMBER OF LETHARGY INTERVALS 

TYPE OF DATA OUTPUT 

IG 
ISP 

IAN 
LL 
JX 
QO 

C 

1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1.0000E+00 

5.0000E-01 
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SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS - 5.0000E-01 

X00 = 0. 

XL = 6.0000E+00 
NO = 3 

LJ = 70 

IEN = 3 

ERR = 1.0000E-06 

TOL = 1.0000E-04 

ERM = 1.0000E-06 

SOURCE PARAMETERS 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 

MASS = 12 

ULWR = 3.0000E-01 
UUPR = 2.3000E+00 
LINT = 2 

IPLFL = 0 

4.0000E+00 6.0000E+00 

OUTPUT— 

X 
U 

3.0000E-01 

1.3000E+00 
2.3000E+00 

1.0000E-05 

1.2642E+00 
6.1865E-03 
8.8343E-05 

2.0000E+00 

1.3263E-01 
3.3720E-03 
6.4360E-05 

1.5671E-02 
9.7350E-04 
2.8675E-05 

1.9206E-03 

2.1779E-04 

9.4461E-06 
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